
Improving Chandra High Resolution Camera event positionsvia orretions to rossed-grid harge detetor signalsM. Juda, G. K. Austin, J. H. Chappell, J. J. Gomes, A. T. Kenter, R. P. Kraft,S. S. Murray, and M. V. ZombekHarvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysis,60 Garden St, Cambridge, MA 02138ABSTRACTThe High Resolution Camera (HRC) on-board the Chandra X-ray Observatory (CXO) provides the highest resolutionX-ray images of elestial soures ever taken. Unfortunately, ringing in the eletronis ompromises the positionreadout signals for some of the events. The ompromised signals a�et the angular resolution that an be ahieved.We present an empirially derived algorithm that an be used in ground proessing of the data to minimize theimpat of the ringing on the alulated event positions.Keywords: X-ray detetors, mirohannel plates, rossed-grid harge detetor, High Resolution Camera, ChandraX-ray Observatory 1. INTRODUCTIONThe Chandra X-ray Observatory (CXO), the third in NASA's \Great Observatories" series, is designed for high-resolution imaging and spetrosopy in the energy range 0.07 to 10.0 keV.1 The CXO opti, the High-ResolutionMirror Assembly (HRMA),2 provides the highest-resolution elestial X-ray images ever ahieved with a 50% en-irled energy radius of �0.3 arseonds. The CXO has two foal plane instruments: the Advaned CCD ImagingSpetrometer (ACIS)3,4 and the High Resolution Camera (HRC).5 High resolution spetrosopy is ahieved by in-serting either the High Energy Transmission Grating (HETG)6 or Low Energy Transmission Grating (LETG)7 intothe optial path.The HRC ontains mirohannel plate based X-ray detetors, similar to the High Resolution Imagers from boththe Einstein and ROSAT missions. There are two detetors within the HRC: one designed for imaging, the HRC-I,and one designed to be used as the read-out for the LETG, the HRC-S. Details of the alibration and early missionon-orbit performane of the HRC detetors are given in Kenter et al. (2000)8 and Kraft et al. (2000).9Sine launh there have been a few surprises in the HRC performane.10,11 This paper desribes one of thosesurprises, an instrumental blurring of the images. In setion 2 we desribe how the HRC generates the data that areused to determine X-ray event positions. Setion 2 also ontains a desription of a hardware problem that a�etsthe data from some of the events. In setion 3 we desribe the signature of the orrupted data. Setion 4 ontainsan empirially derived orretion algorithm that an be used to minimize the amount of instrumental blur and anexample of the results of its appliation. Finally in setion 5 we have some onluding remarks.Send orrespondene to M. Juda, E-mail: mjuda�fa.harvard.eduCopyright 2000 Soiety of Photo-Optial Instrumentation Engineers.This paper was published in SPIE Proeedings 4140, 155 and is made available as an eletroni reprint with permission ofSPIE. One print or eletroni opy may be made for personal use only. Systemati or multiple reprodution, distribution tomultiple loations via eletroni or other means, dupliation of any material in this paper for a fee or for ommerial purposes,or modi�ation of the ontent of the paper are prohibited.



2. EVENT POSITION DETERMINATIONThe HRC uses a rossed grid harge detetion sheme to register the position of the harge loud produed by anevent emerging from the bottom of the MCP stak.12 This method was used for the Einstein and ROSAT HRIs. Adetailed explanation of the operating priniple of the rossed grid harge detetor (CGCD) an be found in Chappell& Murray (1989).13 Briey, the HRC CGCD onsists of two planes of wires that run perpendiular to eah other.Adjaent wires along a single axis are onneted via resistors. Every eighth wire is onneted to a harge ampli�er;this loation is known as a tap. The harge that is deposited on an individual wire is divided between the two nearesttaps in inverse proportion to the ratio of resistanes from the wire to the taps. Using the signals from the threeampli�ers entered on the harge loud (Ai�1, Ai, and Ai+1), the event position relative to the entral ampli�er (tapi) an be determined via a \three tap position algorithm"13:fp = Ai+1 �Ai�1Ai�1 +Ai +Ai+1 : (1)This algorithm an be further modi�ed to aount for \gaps" aused by inomplete harge olletion.13 This fp isadded to the event's oarse position, given by the number of the tap that is the enter of the distribution, and saledto produe an event position. The alulation of the event position is not performed on-board but rather the oarseposition and the size of the three tap signals for eah axis are telemetered to the ground and the alulation is donein the ground proessing.The event oarse position is determined by the HRC instrument by the following proess. An event is detetedwhen the signal from the bak MCP exeeds a ommandable threshold value. One the event is deteted, the signalsfrom the taps on the CGCD are sampled and ompared to a threshold. This tap-signal threshold is dynamiallyadjusted, based on the size of the MCP signal, in order to avoid having too many of the tap signals above threshold.A set of \UP" and \DOWN" priority enoders are used to determine the lowest and highest tap numbers for whihthe signals exeeded the threshold. These two numbers are averaged to return a andidate oarse position; thehalf-integer values are trunated. Given a andidate oarse position on tap number i, a multiplexer selets fourneighboring tap signals, i�1, i, i+1, and i+2, for the next step in oarse position determination. The signal on theandidate oarse position tap (i) and that on the next higher numbered tap (i+1) are ompared to determine whihtap has the larger signal; that tap number beomes the seleted oarse position. The oarse position tap signal andthe two adjaent signals are then seleted for digitization and insertion into telemetry. The three signals are inputto ampli�ers with seletable gains for whih the gain settings are determined by the amplitude of the pulse from thebottom MCP. The seleted sale fator appears in the telemetry for eah event. Finally, the three signals are inputto ADCs for onversion to serial digital data and bu�ering for output into the telemetry stream.2.1. \The Problem"The gains of ampli�ers at the input to the ADCs were redued late in the program in order to aommodate a largerthan expeted gain in the MCP output.14 Unfortunately, the gain redution led to a marginal instability in theampli�ers whih was disovered too late to be orreted. This instability orrupts the data of the telemetered positiontaps under a spei� set of onditions: the least sensitive ampli�er sale fator is seleted and the initial andidate forthe oarse position is inorret. When an even number of taps have signals that are above threshold we expet thathalf the time the initial andidate for the oarse position will not have the largest signal (i.e when the event positionis more than half-way to the next-higher-numbered tap). In the ase where the next-higher-numbered tap is theoarse position that is seleted, the event will have Ai�1 > Ai+1 in equation 1 so the event will be on the negativeside of the tap. Changing the oarse position from the initial andidate to the next-higher-numbered tap auseshanges in the size of the signals going into the ampli�ers with seletable gains. Beause of the marginal instabilityon the least sensitive sale, there is a ringing, generated when the signals are swithed, that is still present at thetime that the signals are sampled. Examples of this behavior, taken in the laboratory using ight-like eletronis,are shown in �gure 1. The ringing results in o�sets on the telemetered tap values from their true values, with thesmallest signal of the triplet for an axis being the most a�eted. When the event position is alulated from theorrupted data, the positions are inorretly determined and an be o� by a few pixels. It is possible to at leastpartially orret the data for the e�ets of the ringing during ground proessing.



Figure 1. Examples of ringing on a tap signal, as observed in a laboratory version of the HRC ight eletronis. Theamplitude of the hange in the signal is higher in (a) than in (b). The vertial line at the enter of eah photographis the point at whih the signal is sampled. The signal in (a) is sampled at an earlier phase in the osillation thanthe signal in (b). 3. CHARACTERISTICS OF SIGNAL CORRUPTIONIdeally we would develop an algorithm for orreting the tap data through a detailed analysis of the voltage signals;we do not have this apability with the ight instrument. We an use the laboratory eletronis to understand thegeneral harateristis required to develop the orretion algorithm but the detailed orretions will not be the same.However, we an examine the telemetered tap values in the ontext of the knowledge gained from the laboratory anduse them to derive the detailed orretions.Figure 2 is a satter plot of fration of the signal that is on the enter tap versus the �ne position (fp) for a subsetof the events that are not a�eted by the ringing from an HRC-I observation of supernova remnant Cas-A. The eventslie in a well-de�ned band in this parameter spae that has a hyperboli shape.10 The well-de�ned hyperboli shapeimplies that there is a well-de�ned relation between the relative sizes of the tap signals as a funtion of positionaross the tap. We an use these relationships to study the deviations in the tap signals produed by the ringingin the signals. Figure 3 shows two other subsets of data from the same observation as �gure 2; the key di�ereneamong the three subsets is the size of the total harge olleted on the CGCD. In both of the latter two subsets, thelous of points on the positive �ne position side follows the same urve as the data displayed in �gure 2, while mostof the events on the negative side are systematially o� of the hyperbola that desribes the shape of good positions.Moreover, there are di�erenes between these two subsets in their deviations from the lous of good points whihdepend on the size of the signal measured on the grid. One di�erene between the two to note is that the �ne positionat whih the disontinuity o� of the urve ours beomes more negative as the pulse height inreases. This e�etan be explained by the fat that the ringing requires there to be an even number of taps exeeding a threshold andlarger signals allow the events to our farther away from the enter of the tap before the number of taps abovethreshold hanges from three to two.The event data plotted in �gures 2 and 3 has already been somewhat proessed; better insight into how the datais being orrupted an be obtained by plotting raw tap data. Figure 4 is a satter plot of V-axis tap values from asubset of the events on the least sensitive ampli�er sale. In telemetry proessing, the V-axis tap signals are giventhe names AV1, AV2, and AV3, where AV2 is the signal from the oarse position tap, i, and AV1 and AV3 are thesignals from the i� 1 or left and i+ 1 or right taps respetively. Corresponding name assignments are given to thetelemetered U-axis tap signals. The events in �gure 4a are not a�eted by the ringing in the ampli�er, while those



Figure 2. Plot of the fration of the harge on the enter tap versus �ne position for events showing the \hyperboli"shape of the lous of well de�ned positions. The solid lines are hyperbolas that de�ne the mean lous of good eventpositions and limits that are used for sreening test used to preferentially selet X-ray events relative to bakgroundevents or events that otherwise have poorly determined positions.

(a) (b)Figure 3. Plot of the fration of the harge on the enter tap versus �ne position for events showing the e�et ofringing on the �ne positions. In (a) the subset is seleted from the lower end of the pulse height range a�eted bythe ringing. In (b) the subset is seleted from the upper end of the pulse height range a�eted by the ringing.



(a) (b)Figure 4. V-axis tap values: a) Left tap (AV1) vs enter tap (AV2) for events that our to the right of the entertap. b) Right (AV3) tap vs enter tap (AV2) for events that our to the left of the enter tap. The solid linesfrom the origin show the expeted linear relationship between the tap values at the enter and edge of the tap as thesignals inrease in amplitude. A sinusoidal pattern aused by the ampli�er ringing is learly evident in panel b.in �gure 4b are. The orruption of the right side tap data for events ourring on the left (negative) side of the tapan be seen as the sinusoidal pattern relative the expeted linear relationship with inreasing amplitude.It is not initially obvious why a damped ringing of the ampli�er signals should introdue a sinusoidal distortion.If the sampling ours at a �xed time after the tap seletion is swithed, we would naively expet the size of theerror to depend only on the amplitude di�erene between the signals; the period and deay-time onstants shouldbe �xed by resistanes and apaitanes in the eletrial iruit. An examination of the data in �gure 1 reveals thatthe ringing is initially limited by the slew rate in the ampli�er. The slew-rate limitation introdues an amplitudedependent shift in the phase of the osillation at the time of sampling.3.1. Sinusoidal DeviationsA better look at the sinusoidal distortion of the right tap signal an be obtained by restriting the range of values ofthe left tap relative to the entral tap; this e�etively restrits the events to a limited range of �ne positions. Withthis seletion of events it is also possible to remove the expeted linear trend between the two tap values and observethe sinusoidal distortion diretly. Figure 5 shows the AV3 deviations from the expeted value for only those eventsfor whih AV1/AV2 is in the range 0.98-1.00; these are the events near the negative edge of the tap (fp ' �0:5).The amplitude of the sinusoidal distortion inreases as the size of the enter tap signal inreases. From the spaingbetween the sinusoid zero rossings, it is also apparent that the period of the sinusoid inreases with inreasing entertap signal. We an empirially haraterize the distortion with a sinusoid in whih the amplitude and period arelinear funtions of the enter tap value:�AV3 = �AV2 + ba � sin�2� AV2� �AV2 + d� : (2)The period funtion an be determined from the \zero rossing" points of the deviations from the expeted value.There is a multipliity in period solutions depending on the phase adopted for the zero-rossing points (i.e. does therossing at AV2 � 1640 orrespond to 0.5, 1.0, 1.5,... yles). One the period funtion is seleted, the amplitudefuntion an be determined from the observed deviations at seleted AV2 values, orreting for the magnitude of thesine funtion.Figure 6 shows a plot similar to �gure 5 but for events with AV1/AV2 in the range 0.295-0.305. In this �gure thesinusoid that is plotted with a dashed line is the same as the one in �gure 5; learly, the zero-rossing points have



Figure 5. Deviations of the orrupted AV3 tap signals from their expeted values. The events are seleted to befrom fp ' �0:5 by having AV1 � AV2. The solid urve is an empirially derived sinusoid model for the distortion.

Figure 6. Deviations of the orrupted AV3 tap signals from their expeted values. The events are seleted to haveAV1/AV2 in the range 0.295-0.305. The dashed urve is the same sinusoid as plotted in �gure 5. The solid urvedi�ers from the dashed urve only in the value of � used in the sinusoid desribed in equation 2.



Figure 7. V-axis sinusoidal deviation lower zero-rossing point as a funtion of AV1/AV2.shifted. The sinusoid plotted with a solid line di�ers from the one plotted with a dashed line only by the value of �in equation 2. Sine the zero-rossing points shift as AV1/AV2 hanges, the sinusoid should be modi�ed by making� a funtion of AV1/AV2, �(AV1=AV2). Figure 7 is a plot of the lower of the two zero-rossing points as a funtionof AV1/AV2. The solid urve is a funtion of the form:�+ ���AV2AV1� � 1� ; (3)The funtional form of �(AV1=AV2) is the same this urve but the onstants � and � will hange. If we havedetermined the amplitude and period funtions for the sinusoid from the AV1/AV2 � 1 range while imposing theonstraint � = 0, then � will be fored to zero. The value of � is modi�ed by the hoie of the phase of this zerorossing point. 4. CORRECTION ALGORITHMThe sinusoid funtion determined above an be used to orret the a�eted data on an event-by-event basis. Theevents that are a�eted must meet the following onditions:� AMP SF = 3 (identi�es least sensitive ampli�er sale)� A1 > A3 for the axis - one or both an be a�eted� the signals on an even number of taps are above thresholdThe last item in this list is the hardest ondition to identify. In order to avoid having too many taps trigger abovethreshold, the value of the threshold used in the omparison is dynami, hanging with the size of the signal fromthe bottom MCP. Unfortunately, there is no diret measure of the size of the MCP signal in the HRC telemetry; thelosest things that we have available are the event pulse height (determined from the total harge olleted on theCGCD) and the amplitudes of the tap signals. An additional piee of data is available from the ight instrument:



Table 1. Sinusoid Corretion CoeÆientsHRC-I HRC-SCoeÆient V-axis U-axis V-axis U-axisa -35.3 20.0 -40.0 -24.0b -728.0 -740.0 -655.0 -690.0 0.278 0.241 0.279 0.279d 638.0 979.0 655.0 530.0� 50.0 12.0 0.0 6.7 0.7 2.0 1.0 1.75A1/A2 threshold 0.14 0.20 0.20 0.20there are a pair of status bits that indiate whether the event exeeded a ommandable event-width threshold, onebit for eah axis. This feature was implemented as an aid in identifying events that are likely to have been generatedby a harged partile. The event width threshold has been set to 3 so that only for events where the number of tapsthat are above threshold exeeds 3 on an axis will its orresponding bit be set. The \width-threshold-exeeded" bitis set for only a small fration of the events when the threshold value is 3. We ould lower the event-width thresholdto 2 and use the setting of these bits as an aid in identifying the events that require orretion but we still need todevelop a riterion that will selet between events with two or three taps above threshold for use with data takenprior to hanging the threshold.Sine we have the freedom to modify the laboratory version of the eletronis, we have onverted some unusedstatus bits to ag events for whih the initial andidate oarse position was inorret. We hope to use the laboratorydata with this modi�ation to determine whih relationships among the tap signals and pulse height provide the besthane of disriminating between events with two and with three taps above threshold; however, this work is not yetomplete. Even guided by the results from laboratory tests, we must still examine the data from the ight instrumentto 1) judge the appliability of the relationships to the ight data and 2) to determine the spei� values to be used inany omparisons. As a start and without the bene�t of guidane from laboratory data, we have examined the ightdata with the goal of �nd a simple relationship between tap values that will provide the neessary disrimination. Aseletion that we have found that identi�es most of the events that require orretion, without inluding too manythat do not, is to hoose events for whih A1=A2 > onstant.One the a�eted events are identi�ed, the orrupted tap values an be orreted. Combining the forms ofequations 2 and 3 results in an equation for orreting the value of the right side tap:A3orreted = A3telemetered��A2 + ba � sin0�2�A2 � � ��A2A1� � 1�A2 + d 1A (4)We determined the oeÆients used to orret the data from the HRC-I and HRC-S using alibration observationsof the supernova remnant Cas-A. Using a large di�use target allows us to sample the behavior of the signals on alarge number of taps. Only the oarse positions ontaining X-ray events from the remnant were used, a 10 tap by10 tap region. The derived oeÆients are listed in table 1.As a test of the orretion given by equation 4 and the oeÆients in table 1, we applied them to the alibrationobservation of the bright soure 3C273. Figure 8 display the events from the negative side of the V-axis and U-axistaps with the orretions applied to the a�eted events; in both ases the sinusoidal distortion is greatly diminished.One the tap data have been orreted, event positions in the detetor and their orresponding loations on thesky an be alulated. As mentioned in setion 2, the �ne position alulated via equation 1 must be modi�ed toaount for the information lost due to inomplete harge olletion when only three tap signals are used.13 Thisdegapping orretion essentially determines the event loation relative to the enter of the tap using a polynomialin fp. Chappell and Murray (1989)13 showed that a seond order polynomial degap orretion should be suÆientto orretly position the events to better than one pixel. A �fth-order polynomial has been used in most of thestandard proessing of HRC data. Suh a high order polynomial was adopted in an attempt to orret for the e�etsof the ampli�er ringing. Unfortunately, the �fth-order oeÆients were derived from data from the entire width of



(a) (b)Figure 8. Right tap versus enter tap values after applying orretions: a) V-axis (an be ompared to �gure 4b).b) U-axisthe detetor and as a result do a poor job of orreting for the distortions that are present at any loalized area ofthe detetor. Figure 9 shows the enirled energy fration from the ore of 3C273; four urves are presented for aseswith and without orreting the tap data for ampli�er ringing and using linear or �fth-order degapping orretions.The solid urve and the dot-dashed urve best show the improvement in image quality that results from orretingthe tap values; the 50% enirled-energy radius dereases from 4 to 3.2 pixels5. CONCLUDING REMARKSThe empirially derived algorithm for orreting the data from the CGCD taps that we have presented in this paperredues the blurring in images introdued by the ampli�er ringing. The removal of distortions from the tap signalsis not omplete and the identi�ation of the e�eted events is imperfet. One ompliation that has been ignored inthe derivation of the algorithm is that all three tap signals on an axis are a�eted by the ampli�er ringing problemwhen it ours. The signature is not as apparent for the two larger signals but sine the size of the orretion fator isdetermined from their values some of the residual distortion may be due to distortions within these signals. Similarly,the identi�ation of the a�eted events an be onfused by distortions in these other signals. However, given thedemonstrated improvement in image quality, the orretion algorithm presented in this paper has been inorporatedinto the Chadra X-ray Center standard proessing software and will be used in re-proessing of the data taken sinethe start of the mission and for the proessing of future data.ACKNOWLEDGMENTSThis work has been supported by NASA ontrats NAS8-39073 and NAS8-38248.REFERENCES1. Weisskopf, M. C., Tananbaum, H. D., Van Speybrok, L. P., and O'Dell, S. L., \Chandra X-Ray Observatory(CXO): Overview", Pro. SPIE 4012, 2000.2. Jerius, D., Edgar, R. J., Gaetz, T. J., MNamara, B. R., Shwartz, D. A., Van Speybroek, L. P., Zhao, P.,\Orbital measurement and veri�ation of the Chandra X-ray Observatory's PSF", Pro. SPIE 4012, 2000.3. Garmire, G. P., Burrows, D., Feigelson, E., Nousek, J., Canizares, C., Clark, G., Collins, S. A., Morrison, J.,Pravdo, S. H., Riegler, G. R., \The AXAF CCD imaging spetrometer", Pro. SPIE 597, 261, 1986.4. Bautz, M. W., Bagano�, F., Isobe, T., Jones, S. E., Kissel, S. E., LaMarr, B., Manning, H. L., Pivovaro�, M.,Prigozhin, G. Y., Nousek, J. A., Grant, C. E., Nishikida, K., Sholze, F., Thornagel, R., Ulm, G., \X-ray CCDalibration for the AXAF CCD imaging spetrometer", Pro. SPIE Vol. 3444, 210, 1998.



Figure 9. Enirled energy fration for the ore of 3C273 as a funtion of radius in HRC pixels (1 pixel is �0.132arseonds). The solid urve is generated from tap data that have been orreted and positions alulated usinglinear degapping orretion. The dashed urve is generated from tap data that have been orreted and positionsalulated using �fth-order degapping orretion. The dot-dashed urve is generated from tap data that have notbeen orreted and positions alulated using linear degapping orretion. The dotted urve is generated from tapdata that have not been orreted and positions alulated using �fth-order degapping orretion.
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